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Abstract

In group decision making problems it is desirable to obtain a high level of consensus among experts

before reaching a solution. It is customary to construct consensus measures by using similarity functions

to quantify the closeness of experts preferences. In such process the use of a metric that describes

the distance between experts preferences allows the definition of similarity and dissimilarity -distance-

functions. Different distance functions have been proposed in order to implement consensus measures.

This paper examines how the use of different aggregation operators affects the level of consensus achieved

by experts through different distance functions, once the number of experts has been established in
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the decision making problem. The experimental study conducted states that the speed of the consensus

process is significantly affected by the use of diverse aggregation operators and distance functions. Several

decision support rules which can be useful in controling the convergence speed of the consensus process

are also derived.

Keywords: Group Decision Making; Fuzzy Preferences; Similarity; Consensus; Decision Support Rules.

1 Introduction

In those decision situations in which several individuals are involved, Group Decision Making (GDM) prob-

lems, each member of the group, referred to as expert, recognizes the existence of a common problem and

tries to come to a collective decision. For reaching such decision, experts express their preferences through

a set of evaluations over a set of possible alternatives. It is expected that the final decision may be reached

thanks to a wide enough agreement among experts.1 These agreed decisions have led to the well-known

concept of consensus, which has emerged as a topic of increasing interest.2–4

It is usual to define consensus as the total and unanimous agreement of all the experts in relation to the

feasible alternatives.5,6 This definition may become a drawback since it only allows to differentiate between

two states, existence or absence of consensus. Another significance of the concept of consensus refers to the

judgement arrived at by ‘most of’ those concerned, which has led to the introduction of a new concept of

consensus degree referred to as ‘soft’ consensus degree.4,7, 8

Using such soft consensus measure, the consensus process can be described as a dynamic process with

iterative group discussion rounds, coordinated by a moderator, which helps the members of the group to make

their opinions closer.2,8–10 Some consensus processes have been proposed using an information procedure,

such as a feedback mechanism which provides experts with visual representations of their consensus posi-

tions,11,12 or a recommendation mechanism to generate personalised advices when facing disparate opinions

of multiple experts.13 Dong et al.14 proposed a dynamic consensus model by means of a self-management

mechanism that generates experts’ weights dynamically and integrated it into the consensus reaching process.

The same authors,15 in the context where decision makers have different interests and they use individual sets

of attributes to evaluate the individual alternatives, developed a consensus process that generates adjustment

suggestions for individual sets of attributes, individual sets of alternatives and individual preferences, thus

helping decision makers reach consensus.

In order to evaluate the consensus it is necessary the computation and aggregation of the distance rep-

resenting disagreement between the preferences of each pair of experts on each pair of alternatives.2,16 This

aggregation operation allows to obtain a fuzzy majority representation. The aggregator most widely used in
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GDM problems is the weighted average ordered (OWA) operator,9,17 and different extension of this aggre-

gator has been proposed.18–20 A fundamental issue here is to determine the weights associated to the OWA

operator. Xu21 reviewed the main existing methods for determining the weights and developed a practical

method for obtaining the OWA weights, a normal distribution based method. In order to model dynamism

in the consensus processes some authors have proposed the inclusion of a temporal variable (t) in the model

and several aggregation operators have been introduced in order to aggregate information.22,23 With this

aim Xu24 introduced the dynamic weighted averaging (DWA) operator and adapted this operator to treat

different types of information such as real numbers, interval numbers, or linguistic labels, defining the con-

cepts of argument variable and dynamic weighted geometric aggregation (DWGA) operator.25 Following the

same line Xu and Yager26 proposed a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (DIFWA) operator

and an uncertain dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (UDIFWA) operator.

The level of agreement among experts is represented by soft consensus measures and their definition is

based on the concept of similarity between their preferences. An important question to be addressed at this

point is that the convergence of the consensus process towards an acceptable solution could be affected by

the specific distance function and the aggregation operator used to measure disagreement.27–32

Applying the non-parametric Wilcoxon test, Chiclana et al.33 found significant differences between the

behaviour of five of the most commonly used distance functions in modelling soft consensus measures,34

Manhattan, Euclidean, Cosine, Dice, and Jaccard. This behaviour were further analysed using a convergent

criterion. Finally a set of rules were identified for their application to control the speed of convergence

towards consensus. In this framework, the aim of this paper is to analyze how the use of different aggregation

operators (Maximum, Minimum and Average) affects the level of consensus achieved by experts through the

different distance functions, once the number of experts has been established in the GDM problem.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces concepts essential to the understanding of the rest

of the paper: the GDM problem (Subsection 2.1), the selection process (Subsection 2.2) and the consensus

process (Subsection 2.3). Section 3 describes the design of the experiment and the results obtained. Finally,

Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section describes the common framework to work out consensus processes in GDM problems.
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2.1 The GDM Problem

In a GDM context, a group of experts, E = {e1, . . . , em}(m ≥ 2), through their experience and awareness,

express their preferences on a set of viable alternatives, X = {x1, . . . , xn}(n ≥ 2), in order to come to

a collective decision (Figure 1). Millet35 studied several preference elicitation methods and a comparison

among some of them shown that pairwise procedures are preferable to non-pairwise ones.

Figure 1: A GDM Problem

Fuzzy sets theory has revealed as a very useful tool in describing experts’s preferences on X in GDM

problems.33,36 In a fuzzy environment,

Definition 1. Given a finite set of alternatives X, a fuzzy preference relation P on X is defined by a function

µP : X ×X −→ [0, 1], µ(xi, xj) = pij , that verifies

pij + pji = 1 ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (1)

Every value pij represents the preference degree of xi over xj: pij = 1 indicates that xi is absolutely preferred

to xj, pij ∈ ]0.5, 1[ indicates that xi is preferred to xj and pij = 0.5 indicates indifference between xi and xj.

P can be denoted by a matrix P = (pij) when X has a small cardinality (Figure 2).

Prior to obtain a final solution, two processes are applied in GDM problems:37 consensus and selection.

The first one is intended to obtain the maximum degree of consensus or agreement among the experts. The

second one provides the final solution according to the preferences provided by the experts.
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Figure 2: Fuzzy Preference Relation

2.2 Selection Process

Usually the selection process consists of two different phases, aggregation and exploitation.38,39

Aggregation phase. In theis phase a collective preference relation, P c =
(
pcij
)
, is defined by means of the

aggregation of all individual fuzzy preference relations
{
P 1, P 2, . . . , Pm

}
(Figure 3). The collective

preference relation indicates the global preference between every pair of alternatives agreed by the

majority of experts.

Figure 3: Aggregation Phase

In the aforementioned process plays a fundamental role the concept of fuzzy majority, a soft concept

of majority which can be managed by calculating linguistically quantified propositions40 and also by

making use of ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) operators.17,19

Specifically, the aggregation operation through a quantifier guided OWA operator, φQ, is performed as

below:

pcij = φQ
(
p1ij , . . . , p

m
ij

)
=

m∑
k=1

wk · pσ(k)ij , (2)
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where σ denotes a permutation function according to which

p
σ(k)
ij ≥ pσ(k+1)

ij ,∀ k = 1, . . . ,m - 1;

and Q is a fuzzy linguistic quantifier40 representing the concept of fuzzy majority and that is used to

calculate the weighting vector of φQ: W = (w1, . . . , wn), wk ∈ [0, 1],
∑n
k=1 wk = 1, according to the

expression:17

wk = Q (k/n)−Q ((k − 1)/n) ,∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (3)

Q(r) =


0 if 0 ≤ r < a

r−a
b−a if a ≤ r ≤ b

1 if b < r ≤ 1

(4)

The concept of fuzzy majority has been treated in the literature and admits different representa-

tions.4,19,22

Exploitation phase. This phase transforms the global information about the alternatives into a global

ranking of them and a set of alternatives is obtained as the solution of the problem.

Figure 4: Consensus Model
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It is expected that the final decision in a GDM problem may be reached thanks to a high level of

consensus among experts’ in relation to their preferences (Figure 4).

2.3 Consensus Model

To measure the level of agreement among experts it is necessary to measure the distance or, equivalently, the

similarity between their preference values. Let us now formalize these concepts.34

Definition 2. Let A be a set. A function d : A×A −→ R is called a distance (or dissimilarity) on A if, for

all x, y ∈ A, there holds

1. d(x, y) ≥ 0 (non-negativity)

2. d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetry)

3. d(x, x) = 0 (reflexivity)

Some of the most commonly used distance functions are the following.33,34

Definition 3. Given two vectors of real numbers a = (a1, . . . , an) and b = (b1, . . . , bn), the Manhattan

distance function is given by:

d1(a,b) =

n∑
i=1

|ai − bi|, (5)

the Euclidean distance function is written:

d2(a,b) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

|ai − bi|2, (6)

the Cosine distance function is defined by:

d3(a,b) =

n∑
i=1

ai · bi√√√√ n∑
i=1

a2i ·

√√√√ n∑
i=1

b2i

(7)

the Dice distance function is expressed as:

d4(a,b) =

2 ·
n∑
i=1

ai · bi

n∑
i=1

a2i +

n∑
i=1

b2i

(8)
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and the Jaccard distance function:

d5(a,b) =

n∑
i=1

ai · bi

n∑
i=1

a2i +

n∑
i=1

b2i −
n∑
i=1

ai · bi
(9)

Definition 4. Let A be a set. A function s : A × A −→ R is called a similarity on A if s is non-negative,

symmetric, and if s(x, y) ≤ s(x, x) holds for all x, y ∈ A, with equality if and only if x = y.

The main transformations between a distance d and a similarity s bounded by 1 are:33,34

d = 1− s; d =
1− s
s

; d =
√

1− s; d =
√

2(1− s2); d = arccos s; d = − ln s (10)

The similarity function allows to measure consensus degrees and proximity measures.10 The consensus

degrees are derived by fusing the similarity of the preference values of all the experts on each pair of alter-

natives by the expression (11). The proximity measures are obtained by quantifying the similarity between

the preferences of each expert in the group and the collective preferences, previously calculated by joining

all the individual experts’ preferences.

One of the principal problems is to find a way to make individual positions converge and support the

experts in the agreement to obtain a particular solution. Because of this, a consensus level for that solution

is previously stablished.

The degrees of consensus are derived from the following steps:

1. A similarity matrix,SMr =
(
smr

ij

)
, records the proximity between the preference values provided by

each expert, r, and the corresponding preference values of the rest of the experts in the group, with

smr
ij = s(pr

ij,pij) (11)

where pr
ij = (prij , . . . , p

r
ij), pij = (p1ij , . . . , p

r−1
ij , pr+1

ij , . . . , pmij ) and s : [0, 1]m−1 × [0, 1]m−1 → [0, 1] is a

similarity function. The closer smr
ij to 1, the more similar pr

ij and pij are, while the closer smr
ij to 0,

the more distant pr
ij and pij are.

2. A consensus matrix, CM = (cmij), is obtained by aggregating, using an OWA operator (φ), all the

similarity matrices obtained via Equation (11):

∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : cmij = φ(sm1
ij , . . . , sm

m
ij ) (12)
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Figure 5: Applying Measure Functions

3. Consensus degrees are defined in each one of the three different levels of a fuzzy preference relation:38

Level 1. Consensus on the pairs of alternatives, cpij . It measures the agreement among all experts on

the pair of alternatives (xi, xj) :

∀i, j = 1, . . . , n ∧ i 6= j : cpij = cmij (13)

Level 2. Consensus on alternatives, cai. It measures the agreement among all experts on the alternative

xi, and it is obtained by aggregating the consensus degrees of all the pairs of alternatives involving

it:

cai = φ(cpij , cpji; j = 1, . . . , n ∧ j 6= i) (14)

Level 3. Consensus on the relation, cr. It measures the global agreement among all experts, and it is

obtained by aggregating all the consensus degrees at the level of pairs of alternatives:

cr = φ(cai; i = 1, . . . , n) (15)
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Figure 6: Measure Computation

3 Comparative Study: Experimental Design and Result

In Chiclana et al.33 a study on the effect of the application of the distance functions given in Definition 3 was

carried out. Using the non-parametric Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs signed-ranks test, it was shown not only

that different distance functions could produce significantly different results, but also its application has a

significant effect on the speed in the consensus process. So we start by assuming the hypothesis corroborated

in:33

“The application of the Manhattan, Euclidean, Cosine, Dice and Jaccard distance functions in

GDM problems produce significant differences in the measurement of consensus”

In this study we intend to analyze, once the number of experts has been established, how the use of

different OWA operators affects the level of consensus achieved through the different distance functions.

Consensus degrees are deduced at the Level 3 of a fuzzy preference relation, that is, at the level of the

relation. We consider three OWA operators:

• Maximum, with weighting vector W = (w1, . . . , wn), w1 = 1 and wj = 0 for j 6= 1,

• Minimum, with weighting vector W = (w1, . . . , wn), wn = 1 and wj = 0 for j 6= n, and

• Average, with weighting vector W = (w1, . . . , wn), wj = 1/n for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

To that end, twelve randomized GDM problems have been generated, one for each of the possible combinations

of experts (m = 4, 6, 8, 10) and alternatives (n = 4, 6, 8). Each one of these random GDM problems have

been executed three times, each time using one of the three different OWA operators given above in order to

compute the consensus degrees at the level of the relation.

Table 3 shows the level of consensus (in percentage) reached by the number of experts considered for each

GDM problem. The higher this value in this table, the greater the global level of consensus achieved by the
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experts in the corresponding GDM problem. For each number of experts, comparison of column entries could

be used to find out which OWA operator and distance function returns the largest values and, therefore,

could lead to a faster convergence in the consensus process.

Figure 7 displays the evolution of the degree of consensus in percentage according to the number of experts

for the three OWA operators and so do the Figures 8, 9 and 10 for each of the OWA operators separately.

Figure 7: Evolution of the degree of consensus in percentage according to the number of experts for the three
OWA operators.

Some points can be emphasized from the results shown in Table 3:

1. Four experts: Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions with Maximum OWA obtain the highest

values. The differences with Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions are between 10%

and 30%, reaching in some cases 40% with Maximum OWA. Jaccard distance function (d5) is located

between both groups, except for the Minimum OWA.

2. Six experts: The highest values are obtained in a similar way. However, the differences with Manhattan

(d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions are reduced, being between 5% and 15%. Jaccard distance

function (d5) is the distance with lower values not only with the Minimum OWA, but also with the

average OWA.

3. Eight experts: The behavior is similar to that of the cases with four and six experts, although further

reducing the differences. Jaccard distance function (d5) has a similar behavior to the case of six experts,

but the differences being greater.

4. Ten experts: Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions outperform the rest of the distance

functions with the minimum OWA. The differences are between 2% and 35%. Jaccard distance function

(d5) behaves similarly to the case of eight experts.
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“Average” OWA

Experts \ di d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

4 70,53 70,33 88,66 88,58 71,82
6 84,85 84,74 86,39 86,29 70,26
8 91,96 91,87 85,66 85,57 69,60
10 93,59 93,52 82,49 82,39 66,71

“Maximum” OWA

Experts \ di d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

4 58,45 60,50 100,0 99,91 87,26
6 75,27 76,55 100,0 99,95 89,50
8 83,32 85,05 100,0 99,91 89,90
10 86,87 87,93 98,20 98,15 89,17

“Minimum” OWA

Experts \ di d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

4 83,03 81,28 77,24 77,20 57,79
6 94,20 93,65 71,20 71,11 52,05
8 99,56 98,64 68,13 68,06 48,97
10 100,0 99,47 63,32 63,27 44,75

Table 1: Consensus degree in percentages for all GDM problems at the level of the relation

3.1 Convergence Rules for the Consensus Process

As a result of the previous analysis, some rules can be drawn in order to speed up or slow down the convergence

of the consensus and that could become an important tool to support decision making in GDM problems.

• Four experts: To achieve a fast consensus process Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions could

be used with the Maximum OWA. While if a slow consensus process is preferred, it would be advisable

to choose Jaccard distance function (d5) with the Minimum OWA or, also, Manhattan (d1), Euclidean

(d2) or Jaccard (d5) distance functions with the Average OWA.

• Six experts: Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions could be used with the Maximum OWA

to reach a fast consensus or, also, Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions with the

Minimum OWA or Jaccard (d5) distance function with the Maximun OWA. When a slow consensus

process is searched, Jaccard distance function (d5) would be chosen with the Minimum OWA or, also,

Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions with the Minimum OWA or, in addition, Jaccard (d5)

distance function with the Average OWA.

• Eight experts: Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions could be used with the Maximum OWA to

get a fast consensus process or, also, Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions with the
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Figure 8: Evolution of the degree of consensus in percentage according to the number of experts for the
“Average” OWA operator.

Figure 9: Evolution of the degree of consensus in percentage according to the number of experts for the
“Maximum” OWA operator.

Minimum OWA or, even, Manhattan (d1 and Euclidean (d2) distance functions with the Average OWA.

But if a slow consensus process is desired, it would be advisable to choose Jaccard distance function

(d5) with Minimum OWA or, also, Jaccard (d5) distance function with Average OWA.

• Ten experts: To reach a fast consensus, Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions could

be used with the Minimum OWA, or Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions with the Maximum

OWA. Also the choice could be Manhattan (d1) and Euclidean (d2) distance functions with the Average

OWA. However, when a slow consensus process is requested, it would be recommended to choose Jaccard

(d5) distance function with the Minimum OWA or, also, Cosine (d3) and Dice (d4) distance functions

with the Minimum OWA, or Jaccard (d5) distance functions with the Average OWA.

A summary of these rules is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 10: Evolution of the degree of consensus in percentage according to the number of experts for the
“Minimum” OWA operator.

Fast Consensus Process Slow Consensus Process
For Highest High Lowest Low

4 exp. d3/d4 (Maximum) d5 (Maximum) d5 (Minimum) d1/d2/d5
(Average)

6 exp. d3/d4 (Maximum) d1/d2 (Minimum) d5 (Minimum) d3/d4 (Minimum)
d5 (Maximum) d5 (Average)

8 exp. d3/d4 (Maximum) d1/d2 (Average) d5 (Minimum) d5 (Average)
d1/d2 (Minimum)

10 exp. d3/d4 (Maximum) d1/d2 (Average) d5 (Minimum) d3/d4 (Minimum)
d1/d2 (Minimum) d5 (Average)

Table 2: Summary of the Convergence Rules - Distance (OWA)

As an illustrative example, we perform a GDM problem considering the four possible values for the number

of experts in our study, using the three aggregation operators with the five different distance functions. We

record the number of rounds needed for the consensus process to reach the threshold consensus level accepted

for the GDM problem. This is graphically represented in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed how the use of different OWA operators -Maximum, Minimum and Average

OWA operators- affects the level of consensus achieved through five of the most commonly used distance

functions, Manhattan, Euclidean, Cosine, Dice and Jaccard, once the number of experts of the GDM problem

has been established. Consensus degrees are deduced at the level of the relation.

The results in our experimental study have shown that, according to the number of experts considered,

the aggregation operators and distance functions produce significantly different results in most of the GDM

14



Figure 11: Number of rounds needed for each distance function to reach the consensus threshold in the GDM
problem: 4 experts

problems carried out. The analysis of the outcomes allows to draw a set of rules that can be used to control

the convergence speed of the consensus process and could become an important tool to support decision

making in GDM problems.
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